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1. Introduction 
What is a Linux system? 
A Linux is an operating system, just like, iOS, and Windows. An operating system in a computer 

system manages all the hardware resources related to the computer. In other words, operating 

system manages the communication between the software and hardware of a computer system and 

the software cannot function in the absence of an operating system. Along with operating system, 

Linux is also a kernel. When the term Linux is used, it usually refers to the Linux operating system 

as a whole, however, it can also refer only to the Linux kernel. The kernel is the heart of the Linux 

operating system.  

Linux was created by Linus Torvalds when he was studying computer science at the university of 

Helsinki. To continue his studies, he purchased an IBM compatible PC which had the MS DOS 

operating system. He was not satisfied with the MS DOS operating system and wanted to use the 

UNIX like operating system which he used at the university. When he decided to get a copy for 

UNIX operating for his personal computer, he realized that it is very expensive. Driven by the 

preference to run a UNIX like operating system on his PC, he intended to create Linux. He worked 

with over 100 developers and as a result the first version of Linux was released in the market in 

1994. 

Linux has been in the market since 1990’s and has reached a user-base that spreads the world i.e., 

Linux is everywhere. One of the most in demand platforms around the globe, Android, is powered 

by the Linux operating system. In addition to this, the world’s most powerful super computers and 

stock exchange is run by Linux. It can also be used as a server application to host websites, run 

database software's and even act as a file server. 

https://www.linux.com/what-is-linux/ 

A Linux system comprises of several different components which are the bootloader, kernel, init 

system, daemons, graphical server, desktop environment and applications. In describing the 

components, the bootloader is a software that manages the boot process of the system. It is a splash 

screen that comes up and goes away after some time in to boot the operating system.  

The next vital piece of the Operating System (OS) is the Kernel, which is the heart of the OS. It 

manages the CPU, memory and the peripheral devices associated with the system. The init system, 

https://www.linux.com/what-is-linux/
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it is a subsystem that starts up the user space. It runs the boot process of the system once the initial 

booting is consigned from the bootloader.  

Daemons are the background services like printing and scheduling that start when a user logs in to 

the system. A graphical sever is a part of the system that manages the display of graphics on the 

screen, while the desktop environment is a component through which the users interact with the 

computer and it comes with a lot of built-in applications. 

The desktop environment does not come with all the applications that are required. Just like 

Windows, a user can download and install different kinds of applications from a through an 

application management system which retrieves applications from centralized repositories. 

Linux is open source which means that it is accessible to everyone on the internet. The users of 

internet around the globe can study and learn how the Linux system works, make copies of it, 

redistribute it, and run the program freely for any purpose. Furthermore, Linux has a lot of versions 

to meet the requirements of different kinds of users. These versions are called Linux distributions. 

The most common distributions used are Ubuntu, Debian, Kali Linux, etc.  

Security in Linux 
Linux is less prone to viruses and malwares as compared to other operating systems like windows 

and MacOS. It is because Linux has a lot of security features which are discussed below. 

User and Group Separation 
In a Linux system, user accounts are used to verify the identity of the user trying to login to the 

computer system. When the user enters its users name and the password, the system decides 

whether the user is permitted to log in to the system and which resources is the user allowed to 

access.  

Groups are coherent constructs that are used to group specific user accounts for a purpose. For 

instance, if an organization has a group of system administrators, they can all be put in a separate 

group so that they have the required permissions and resources to operate effectively. In this way, 

the company can manage the access to restricted resources and control which users need them, and 

which should be denied.  
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A user can only login to the system if the account exits. The permission settings of each user help 

in ensuring the protection of sensitive information and damage by other users. There are three 

permission settings determined by the Linux system. They are: 

R   Determines that the user can read the file 

W   Determines that the user can write the file 

X   Determines that the user can execute the file 

-- Determines that no access is permitted to the user 

There are also categories of the user in the Linux OS. They are: 
Owner     The one who owns the application or file 

Group     The group who owns the application or file 

Everyone  All users that have access to the system 

https://www.tenouk.com/linuxunixsecurityfeatures.html 

File System Security 
On a Linux system, everything is a file, and if it is not, it’s a process. The files contain data like 

executable files, input and output to a program or text files. Although everything that is 

encountered on a Linux system is a file or process, there are some exceptions listed below. 

• Links: a mechanism for making a file or directory recognizable in various parts of the file 
tree of the system 

• Named pipes: works close to like sockets and set up a system for processes to 
communicate with each other, in the absence of network sockets 

• Special files: the technique operated for the purpose of input and output. Majority of the 
special files are in /dev for instance CD-ROM and USB. 

• (Domain) sockets: a particular file type which is identical to TCP/IP sockets, contributing 
to inter-process networking secured by the file system's access control. 

• Directories: the files that are lists of other separate files. 

On a Linux system, each file is possessed by a user and a group of users. In addition to this, there 

is another category of users who are not the owner and are not part of the group owner. For every 

category of user, the read, write and executable permissions can be allowed or denied.  

Files can be listed in Linux using the ls –l command. It also displays the permissions to the files. 

The first nine characters indicate the permission to the different category of users. The first three 

are for the owner, the next three for the group users and the last three for all the users. For example, 

https://www.tenouk.com/linuxunixsecurityfeatures.html
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-rw-rw-r--, here the owner of the file and the users of that group can read and write the file, but 

they cannot execute it. The other users can read the file only; they cannot write or execute it. For 

changing the permission of a file to a specific user, the chmod command is used.  

This scheme is implemented very rigorously, and it allows a high level of security even in the 

absence of a network security. It controls the access of files to users and protects the sensitive data 

such as configuration files and home directories.  

AppArmor 
Application Armor is a kernel-level MAC scheme that limits the applications to access the various 

classes of systems resources. For instance, App Armor can let the word processor to read and write 

files to the local hard drive but restrict it to access the internet for sending messages. This feature 

has default settings for a standard computer which helps in disallowing many of the malware 

attempts.  

https://www.comparitech.com/blog/information-security/linux-security-guide/ 

When the bad guys make a malware, their target is to allow people to deploy it in their computer 

systems. They do this by sticking the malware in an entirely different kind of file like a subtitle 

file. In his case, App Armor can be configured for denying these types of files any internet 

capabilities because a subtitle file would have no requirement for these kinds of functions.  

SELinux is another MAC scheme that came before the AppArmor. It is complicated to configure 

as well as it requires a specific file system with labels whereas AppArmor does not care about the 

file system.  

Network Security 
Linux comprises of a diverse and efficient networking stack which supports many attributes and 

protocols. It can be used as an endpoint on a computer network as well as a router which passes 

network traffic between two interfaces according to the networking procedures.  

https://www.linux.com/training-tutorials/overview-linux-kernel-security-features/ 

Netfilter is a framework provided by the Linux kernel which attaches packets that pass into, 

through and from the system. The Linux kernel modules might hook into this in to examine the 

packets and make security decisions about them. One of the Linux kernel modules is the iptables 

which is used to implement an IPV4 firewall scheme. The rules for the ipv4 packets are specified 

https://www.comparitech.com/blog/information-security/linux-security-guide/
https://www.linux.com/training-tutorials/overview-linux-kernel-security-features/
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inside the kernel and each packet should pass these rules to pass through the entire networking 

stack. Other modules include NAT and stateful packet inspection. 

Ebtables is another feature which provides filtering of the packets at the link layer and is used to 

perform access control for the Linux bridges. In the same way, arptables provides the filtering of 

ARP packets. In addition to this, the networking stack also has IPsec, which ensures the 

confidentiality, validity and uprightness of the IP networking. VPN can be implemented using it 

and it also provides the point-to-point security. 

Cryptography 
The kernel subsystem provides a cryptographic API for use. This API provides support for a 

variety of cryptographic algorithms and operating modes, which includes the hash functions and 

deployed ciphers. It provides restricted support to the asymmetric cryptography. There are 

concurrent and non-concurrent interfaces. The non-concurrent is used for supporting cryptographic 

hardware that unloads processing from the CPUs. 

To manage the cryptographic keys within the kernel, a key management subsystem is provided. 

The kernel users of cryptographic API comprise of the kernel module signature verification, disk 

encryption schemes consisting of ecryptfs and dm-crypt, as well as IPsec code. 

Pluggable Authentication Modules (PAM) 
PAM is used to execute different types of tasks including authentication, modification and 

authorization. It gives the system administrator the authorization to separate the particulars of 

authentication procedures from the programs themselves. In this way, it lets the policy to not only 

be comprehensive, in other words it interprets that the applications do not require to be altered for 

the purpose of updating the policy.  

For example, PAM can be used to control login attempts to a GUI or shell interface so that only 

successful authentication and approved situations are permitted. PAM is a functional system for 

administrators due to several reasons:    

• It provides notable pliability and authority over authentication for the application 
developers and system administrators. 

• It provides a usual authentication strategy which can be used with a vast variety of 
applications and programs.      
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• It provides only one library which is fully documented, and it allows the application 
developers to code programs without having the need to make their individual 
authentication strategies.  

https://medium.com/information-and-technology/wtf-is-pam-99a16c80ac57 

The PAM configuration files are in the /etc/pam.d/ directory for each application that is PAM-

aware. Every PAM-aware service has a file in the /etc/pam.d/ directory. Each file in this directory 

has the similar name as the application to which it commands access. The PAM-aware application 

is accountable for interpreting its service name and installing its PAM configuration file in the 

/etc/pam.d/ directory. For instance, the login program interprets its service name as login and then 

installs the /etc/pam.d/login PAM configuration file.     

Linux-PAM splits the functions of authentication into four individual management modules:  

• session modules interpret activities that are carried out at the start and end of each session. 
It assigns the resources that the users might require, like mounting their home directory or 
allowing usage limit. A session starts when the user is authenticated by the system.  

• password modules are accountable for updating user passwords and are usually integrated 
to other modules enlisted in the authentication. They are also used to impose strong 
passwords to users. 

• authentication modules are used to validate the identity of the user, for instance by asking 
for and examining a password or any other credential. Also, they can pass the 
authentication particulars on to other systems such as a keyring. 

• account modules inspect that the stated account is a proper authentication pick out 
considering the ongoing situations. It comprises of situations such as account expiration, 
and the account user has approach to requested service. 

There are some control arguments which are a significant part of creating the PAM secure policy. 

• include — it brings in each one of the lines in configuration file that are equivalent to the 
given parameters and adds them as arguments to module. 

• requisite — if it succeeds PAM goes on to further rules and if it fails then PAM comes to 
a stop and generates a failure message. 

• optional — the outcome is disregarded, and it only becomes mandatory for successful 
authentication as soon as no other modules reference the operation. 

• required — if it works out then move on to the next line and if it fails then moves on to 
further rules however it will consistently return an unsuccessful authentication anyhow of 
result. It is practical because it will not specify what lead to the failure, therefore a hacker 
will not know if they came by some part of the authentication correct. 

https://medium.com/information-and-technology/wtf-is-pam-99a16c80ac57
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• sufficient — if it passes on then authentication is successful, and PAM does not require to 
interpret further rules and if it fails then it keeps on going. 

Audit Trial 
The Linux audit system is a feature in Linux that records the system activities to assist incident 

analysis. This system is capable of monitoring three things. 

• System calls: It observes which system calls were called including the contextual details 

such as arguments passed to it, user data, and more. 

• File access: It is another method to observe file access activity instead of explicitly 

monitoring open system call and related calls.  

• Choose pre-configured auditable events in the kernel. 

The primary value proposition of the Linux Auditing System is to encourage investigations in 

response to an incident, particularly historical investigations. It is possible to inspect all files and 

device calls, including failed logins, authentications, failed syscalls, abnormal terminations, 

programs executed, and more. Most routine device operation falls within that reach, so a quantity 

of data would not be too limited for your problem. 

https://capsule8.com/blog/auditd-what-is-the-linux-auditing-system/ 

Integrity Management 
To protect the integrity of files on the device, the integrity management subsystem of the kernel 

may be used. The Integrity Measurement Architecture (IMA) component uses cryptographic 

hashes to conduct runtime integrity measurements of files, comparing them with a list of valid 

hashes. By means of an aggregate hash stored in the TPM, the list itself can be checked. 

Measurements carried out by IMA may be reported through the audit subsystem, and may also be 

used for remote attestation, where their accuracy is checked by an external device.  

IMA can also be used by the Assessment extension for local integrity enforcement. The valid 

calculated file hashes are stored with the files as extended attributes and then checked when 

accessed. These extended attributes are defended by the Extended Verification Module (EVM) 

module against offline attack, preferably in conjunction with the TPM. If a file has been changed, 

the IMA can be configured to refuse access to the file through a policy. By verifying RSA-signed 

measurement hashes, the Digital Signature extension enables IMA to verify the validity of files in 

addition to integrity. 

https://capsule8.com/blog/auditd-what-is-the-linux-auditing-system/
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The dm-verity module is a simplified approach to integrity management. It is intended to be used 

as part of a validated boot process, where a system is brought online by an appropriately approved 

caller, i.e., a trusted partition containing kernel modules to be later loaded. Block by block, the 

integrity of such modules can be checked transparently when they are read from the disk.
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2. Linux Distributions 
Tiny Core Linux 
The Tiny Core loads itself from storage into RAM, it then mounts applications on storage or 

installs applications to the RAM from the storage. Loading or installing an extension is said to be 

independent of the technique used (mount vs. copy to RAM). Tiny Core varies because it does not 

allow users to perform a conventional, hard-drive operating system installation.  

Installation of a hard drive is possible; however Tiny Core is designed to run from a RAM copy 

created at boot time. This, in addition to being fast, protects files in the system from modifications 

and maintains a pristine system on every single reset. Renewability and stability, easy, and simple 

are principal priorities of Tiny Core. If this sounds equivalent to what many live CDs do, the 

approaches are similar and shared indeed. 

Installation 
The standard installation method for Tiny Core is frugal. It is not a typical installation of a hard 

drive, which we call "scattering" mode since all of the system's files are scattered around the disk. 

You basically have the system in two directories, with frugal, Vmlinuz and core.gz, whose position 

is specified by the boot loader. 

Boot Codes 
Depending on how you install the Tiny Core (GRUB, LILO, CD, USB stick...), users have the 

option of using boot codes on each restart (CD, etc) or save those codes in a boot configuration 

file (LILO, GRUB, etc). 

Boot codes (boot arguments) impact the operation of Tiny Core by characterizing options at boot-

time. There are plenty of boot codes. The boot code lists can be used to browse all the available 

options by pressing F2, F3 or F4 at the CD boot prompt. 

The base of the boot code is significant. To simulate the default mode and bypass the program 

extension installing, the base can be used. It is a valuable tool for troubleshooting, creating 

extensions, updating, and just finding out how fast Tiny Core can boot on the hardware. 

USB and other External Storage Devices 
You can instruct Tiny Core to scan for data on external devices on boot time, such as, A USB pen 

drive, compact flash, or other portable media. This does not need to be the boot media; it is 
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common, for instance, to store user data on a hard disk when booting from a cd or USB file. 

Hardware often does not wake up quickly enough for Tiny Core's boot sequence. If the hardware 

does not wake up in time, Tiny Core moves on and finishes booting without that data. 

If you store information on external/slow media, it might be mandatory to use the waitusb=5 boot 

code or similar. This pauses the boot method for 5 seconds, allowing the slow devices to register 

with system bus. 

Dependency Checking and Downloading 
Tiny Core makes it as easy as possible to get applications. The Applications Tool offers application 

information from individual .info files. it is the important reading content when choosing 

applications. Always Read .info files, then read them again before updating to capture changes and 

complaints. Dependencies are the sections (other programs, libraries) that are necessary for an 

application. In short, the Tiny Core Applications tool will take care of downloading and reviewing 

dependencies for the user. 

Modes of Operation 
The modes of operation mix up the way Tiny Core loads, mounts, and installs at boot time. Tiny 

Core's got three main modes.  

• Default mode: cloud/internet mode  

• Mounting mode: TCZ/Install  

• Copy mode: TCZ/install and copy2fs.flg/lst 

The Default Mode: Cloud/Internet 
By default, Tiny Core Linux runs as a cloud/internet client. In the default mode Tiny Core is fully 

booting into RAM. Users can run the Applications Tool to browse the repository and import 

applications. Application Extensions (downloaded software) last only for existing session. Tiny 

Core uses as much RAM as possible. 

Since Cloud/Internet Mode is running out of RAM, it's running fast. Cloud/Internet Mode is a 

nomadic and fast-start mode. Application extensions are lost on reboot, but only the system files 

must be stored again. If you like applications to be stored locally and set up on every reboot, 

consider the modes of mounting and copying. 
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Mount Mode 
This is the most used and suggested form of using tiny core. 

Applications are stored locally in a directory called tce on Persistent store – for example supported 

disk partition (ext2, ext3, ext4). Applications are optionally installed on reboot. Mounting Apps 

saves RAM for other purposes. 

Unless the tce=xdyz boot code is defined, Tiny Core checks for all drives on the computer and use 

the first/tce directory that it finds for storing and loading extensions. Tiny Core uses the 

Applications tool to place application extensions to the tce/directory and flag it as "OnBoot" 

(mount at boot) Or "On Demand" 

Copy Mode 
Copy is a modification of the mount mode. Selected extensions of the application are copied to the 

RAM instead of mounting. Applications can be loaded with RAM in bulk (copy2fs.flg),  

selectively loaded or installed to the RAM (copy2fs.lst). The Applications program tracks 

installation and loading options (bulk copy, selective) Copy, etc. Boot times are longer, as copying 

to the RAM takes longer time than mounting, but the pace of runtime, particularly the first start, 

is a lot quicker. 

Copy mode instantly extends the time of boot to obtain some of the RAM- run default mode speed 

and the persistence of a pure mount mode. It is vital to know, in copy mode, that extensions can 

be either mounted or copied to the RAM. The Applications software makes this capability possible 

by keeping track of user selections. It should be noted that the use of a bulk selection, that is, the 

loading of all extensions to the RAM, allows the storage to be unmounted, and system to prevent 

power loss corruption. 

Porteus Linux 
Porteus is a complete Linux operating system intended for USB flash drive, CD, hard drive, and 

other bootable storage media. It is extremely fast and tiny that enables the user to start and get 

connected when most other operating systems are still spitting dust. Porteus comes in both 32 and 

64 bits and strives to remain on the cutting edge. It also supports a variety of different languages, 

and the user forum has language parts. 
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The persistent memory aspect of Porteus Linux, not like other standard live distro sessions, enables 

the user to bring a full fledge Linux desktop with all the files and specific system settings in the 

pocket to run on any machine.  

Porteus can boot from a USB drive or other bootable external media in less than 15 seconds. The 

boot time will take longer if you install too many software modules. If you boot from a DVD, the 

Linux components loading time will take a minute longer than the USB drive. Of course, boot 

times will eventually depend on your hardware.  

No matter how new or old your machine is, Porteus is lightning fast, since it is designed for speed 

and keeps up with what it needs in the system's RAM to minimize reading time. 

Porteus loads in guest mode as an added security measure. The user can bypass this with a cheat 

code to function as an admin. Also, user can also enter an admin password when accessing 

privileged areas such as setup and PPM settings. Only think "root user" and type "toor" when 

prompted—and yes, user can permanently alter it to something else by editing the config file. 

Features 
IT IS FAST 

The ability to load Porteus into RAM results in a ridiculously fast machine which has all the 

features of a full functioning Slackware installation and double the speed. When Porteus is loaded 

from flash device or from the hard drive locally, it is still fast—you are ready to go in just 25 

seconds after the power button is pressed. 

IT IS PORTABLE 

Porteus is stored in a compressed format consisting of XZM files that are decompressed very 

easily. While stored, it weighs below 300Mb, making it a lightweight competitor with a cat's pace. 

This is achieved by stripping down the entire Slackware installation to the minimum level, which 

is quite a task. Linux live and boot scripts have been revamped by Fanthom to speed up shutdown 

time and boot time. 

IT IS MODULAR 
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Another good feature of Porteus is its modular architecture. Unlike other Linux distributions where 

one has a package manager that links to the internet and installs a package (program), Porteus uses 

modules. These are pre-compiled packages that you activate and deactivate.  

The typical 'setup' of a program is now obsolete as a simple double click on a module, which allows 

it to be installed and injected into a ready-to-use file system. This occurs in a fraction of a second, 

and the program is ready to use. Double click again and the module will be disabled and removed 

from the directory structure. This means that you only use the software when you need it, and the 

system does not get weighed down with thousands of files that are rarely used. Modules can be 

downloaded and stored locally for activation as needed. 

DIFFERENT FAMILY LINE 

Porteus is based on Linux Slackware. It has got a sordid lineage. It started with KDE 3 as the 

default desktop; it was a community remix of Slax, a now abandoned live CD based on Slackware. 

Later, the lighter-weight desktops came along as alternative settings. 

STANDARD FARE 

Porteus has a smart collection of applications designed to satisfy typical users. Some of the 

applications are different in the other desktop choices, but a mixture of KDE and XFCE/LXDE 

applications is available and works fine in all desktop environments. 

For e.g., Porteus comes with the Firefox Web browser plus about half a dozen regular Linux 

Internet and networking resources. Graphics applications include the Image Viewer, Paint, Okular, 

Gwenview, and Screen Capture software. Porteus also has an impressive variety of multimedia 

applications, including Audio CD Ripper, ISO File Master, Audio Player, Sound Mixer, GNOME 

and SM Media Players, Pburn, and a webcam software. 

POWER PPM 

The Porteus Package Manager is a heavy-duty installer that functions as a cross-distro package 

converter. It has components for accessing repositories for its own applications along with 

Slackware, Salix, SlackBuild, Alien and Debian. 

 The PPM resolves dependencies through repositories. It produces a kit module instead of a 

traditional installation. You can also use PPM to enable only the modules you need for a specific 
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session and to deactivate them if you do not need them. To uninstall a software package, the 

module can be deleted by using the file manager.  

STARTING IT 

The first screen you see when Porteus boots is a list of choices. You choose the graphics mode, 

which is either KDE, XFCE or LXDE. The third choice to load is the Always Fresh mode. This 

choice will start Porteus with its original values and will not hold any modifications you make for 

the next session. 

Conversely, you can drag down to the Copy to RAM mode. This method places Porteus entirely 

in RAM, provided you have at least 768 MB of RAM. It takes a little longer to get to the desktop 

with this option, but Porteus is running on steroids this way. 

The text only mode is another loading option. This just runs Porteus from the command prompt. 

Porteus can also be loaded with a PXE server feature. This helps you to boot Porteus over a 

network on other computers. 

BOOTING CHEATS 

If the Porteus DVD or bootable USB is left on the device, the user can bypass the Porteus boot 

process without removing it. The user can only pick the boot option from the first hard drive. This 

will boot the resident OS of the machine installed on the hard drive.  

It is quick to do modifications on the fly when Porteus begins by entering cheat codes from the 

splash screen. After selecting the boot option mentioned above, tap the Tab key instead of the 

Enter key to position the cursor on the command line. 

Then user can enter the desired cheat code to set the parameters for the session. Press the Enter 

key to complete the loading process when done. The user can enter as many cheat codes as desired. 

Only separate each of them with a gap. Cheat codes bypass the default settings in the config file. 

This file has scripts that match the cheat codes that the user enters.  

HAVE IT YOUR WAY 
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Knoppix and Puppy Linux distributions use a similar cheat code scheme to load configuration 

options while booting. However, the Porteus cheat codes are more like regular phrases, so they are 

easier to use.  

The user can boot into the Porteus sessions from a USB drive which holds not only the Porteus OS 

but all the software modules that the user have installed and all the OS settings. In this way, the 

user has a consistent user experience on every device used to run Porteus Linux. 

https://linuxinsider.com/story/with-porteus-in-your-pocket-youre-good-to-go-78550.html 

Slitaz 
Slitaz is an open-source Linux operating system which runs entirely on a RAM from removeable 

media such as USB or CD-ROM. It is light in size, good in speed and can also be fully installed 

on a hard drive. Slitaz is available in the form of a LiveCD which can be burned on a CD-ROM 

and then boot from there. While using the system, the user can eject the LiveCD and use the CD 

drive for other purposes. The Slitaz LiveCD provides a full featured and a graphical distribution 

where the user can keep data. The Slitaz system is provided with security updates. 

Silver Blue 
Fedora Silverblue is known to be an immutable desktop operating system. It is intended to be 

extremely consistent and reliable. It also aims to be an excellent platform for developers and users 

of container-focused workflows. 

https://docs.fedoraproject.org/en-US/fedora-silverblue/ 

Silverblue is known as the code name for the new generation of the OS, formerly referred to the 

“Atomic Workstation”. The fedora silverblue OS is delivered in images that are generated using 

the rpm-ostree project. The main advantages of the system are security, speed, atomic updates and 

immutability. 

What is ostree? 
OSTree also known as libostree is a project which combines a “git-like” model to commit and 

download bootable filesystem trees, along with a layer to deploy and manage the bootloader 

configuration. OSTree is used by rpm-ostree, a hybrid package/image-based framework used by 

Silverblue. It atomically recreates a base operating system and enables the user to “layer” the 

conventional RPM on top of base operating system if required. 

https://linuxinsider.com/story/with-porteus-in-your-pocket-youre-good-to-go-78550.html
https://docs.fedoraproject.org/en-US/fedora-silverblue/
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https://fedoramagazine.org/what-is-silverblue/ 

Why Silverblue? 
Silverblue provides a work environment where it allows the user to pay attention on the work 

instead of the operating system. It is a robust system because its updates are atomic. The user only 

requires restarting into a new image. If the user finds anything wrong with the current running 

image, there is an option of rebooting or rolling back into the former image if it is available. If it 

is not available, the user can download any other image using the ostree command, that was 

generated in the past. 

Using fedora, the users can switch between the fedora releases. The user can easily try the old 

branches and then return to the current release of fedora. 

Fedora as an immutable OS 
In fedora, the root file system is read-only by default that increases the security against malicious 

attacks as well as the accidental damage to the system. The root file system can be upgraded or 

modified by using the rpm ostree command. 

Robustness is another benefit. It is almost impossible for a normal user to bring the OS to a state 

when it does not boot or when it does not function properly after mistakenly or unintentionally 

deleting any device library. 

Management of application packages in Silverblue 
Flatpak is recommended for graphical user interface systems where the program is accessible as a 

flatpak. The users can pick from Flatpaks also from Fedora and built from Fedora-owned 

infrastructure and Fedora packages which currently has a wider offering. Users can easily install 

it via GNOME Apps, that already supports Fedora Silverblue. 

https://fedoramagazine.org/what-is-silverblue/
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3. Implementation 
To understand the efficiency of security tools in the Linux distributions, the first step is to install 

those distributions. The installation process will be documented in this paper (Appendix A). I will 

also install Kali Linux so that I am able to test those tools in comparison with the Kali Linux. In 

this way, the best distributions can be selected. 

Slitaz 
Slitaz does not use apt-get install, instead it uses the tazpkg get-install.  

http://doc.slitaz.org/en:handbook:packages 

NMAP 
Nmap is already available on Slitaz and it can be installed from the tazpkg package manager.  

Figure 1- Installing NMAP in Slitaz 

WIRESHARK 
Wireshark is available on Slitaz and it can be installed from the tazpkg package manager. 

Figure 2- Installing Wireshark on Slitaz 

http://doc.slitaz.org/en:handbook:packages
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SQLMAP 
Sqlmap is not available on Slitaz Linux, so to install it the first step is to install python3. 

After installing python3, the next step is to install git. 

 

Figure 3- Installing python3 on Slitaz 
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After installing git and python3, now it’s time to start git cloning to install sqlmap 

 

Figure 4- Installing git on Slitaz 
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Here the git cloning failed due to ssl verification, so I disabled it. 

 

Figure 5- git cloning on Slitaz 

Figure 6- Setting ssl verify as false. 
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Python3 had some dependencies so I installed python 2.7. 

Now, the sql map is installed and ready to run. 

Figure 7- git cloning on Slitaz 

Figure 8- Installing python2.7 on Slitaz 
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https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/use-sqlmap-test-website-sql-injection-vulnerability/ 

https://github.com/sqlmapproject/sqlmap/ 

https://asciinema.org/a/46601 

METASPOLIT FRAMEWORK 

It depends on the postgresql database so first I installed it on my Slitaz Linux system 

Figure 9- Starting sqlmap on Slitaz 

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/use-sqlmap-test-website-sql-injection-vulnerability/
https://github.com/sqlmapproject/sqlmap/
https://asciinema.org/a/46601
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I installed wget and then downloaded metaspolit 

I changed the mode of installer to be executable. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10- Installing postgresql on Slitaz 

Figure 11- Installing curl and downloading Metasploit on Slitaz 
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Now I launch the installer. 

https://subscription.packtpub.com/book/networking_and_servers/9781788295970/2/ch02lvl1sec

21/installing-metasploit-on-linux 

https://flicsdb.com/how-to-install-metasploit-on-kali-linux/  

SET 
SET tool is not available on Slitaz and can be installed using the git cloning method. 

 

Figure 12- Changing the mode of Metasploit installer 

Figure 13- Launching Metasploit installer 

https://subscription.packtpub.com/book/networking_and_servers/9781788295970/2/ch02lvl1sec21/installing-metasploit-on-linux
https://subscription.packtpub.com/book/networking_and_servers/9781788295970/2/ch02lvl1sec21/installing-metasploit-on-linux
https://flicsdb.com/how-to-install-metasploit-on-kali-linux/
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https://github.com/trustedsec/social-engineer-toolkit/ 

As this works with python3 and pip so I had to install python first on the Slitaz system 

This shows that pip3 does not come with python, so I must install pip manually. 

Figure 14- git cloning on Slitaz 

Figure 15- Installing python3 on Slitaz 

https://github.com/trustedsec/social-engineer-toolkit/
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https://pip.pypa.io/en/stable/installing/ 

Using curl, I try to download pip. 

Here I get this error of tls v1 alert protocol version error because so many websites have now 

moved to tls v1.1, tls v1.2, tls v1.3 version because of enhanced security and unfortunately Slitaz 

version 4 does not support tls v1.1, tls v1.2, tls v1.3 version. 

http://forum.slitaz.org/topic/cant-connect-to-https-addresses 

I checked the TLS version of the website I tried to download a file using curl. And it shows the 

following version. 

Figure 16- Installing pip3 in Slitaz 

https://pip.pypa.io/en/stable/installing/
http://forum.slitaz.org/topic/cant-connect-to-https-addresses
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After knowing this, I tried to install the newer version of Slitaz which is the version 5 because 

curl has a new version on it. Slitaz does not come with a GUI and a stable version for the version 

5 so I tried doing it through the rolling version and command line interface.  

First, installing python3.  

Figure 17- Checking the TLS version 
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Now checking if it has pip come with the python 3. 

So, the pip does come with it. 

 

 

Figure 18- Installing python3 on Slitaz 

Figure 19- Checking pip version on Slitaz 
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Now trying to download SET through git cloning. 

To resolve this error, I turned off the ssl verification for git 

Now trying again 

Figure 20- git cloning on Slitaz 

Figure 21- Turning of SSL verification for git. 
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The cloning is done now it is time to go for next command. 

It gives this error, I upgraded pip version and then tried again. 

Figure 22- git cloning on Slitaz 

Figure 23- pip version error 
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I installed the Slitaz toolchain to solve the problems with compiling the code. This tool chain 

comes with a compiler, a linker and other run time libraries that are required to execute a 

program. This way the Slitaz will not have any issues in compiling the program. 

Even after installing the Slitaz toolchain I got the same error so as I am trying to use pip 3 and 

python, I installed the python setup tools and development tools to more easily build and 

distribute the Python packages, particularly the ones that have dependencies on some other 

packages. I installed py3k-dev (py3k means python3 in Slitaz), py3k-cython, and py3k-

setuptools_scm and gmp-dev. 

Figure 24- Compiler error on Slitaz 

Figure 25- Installing Slitaz toolchain on Slitaz 
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Figure 26- Installing Python3 development tools on Slitaz 

Figure 27- Installing py3k-cython on Slitaz 

Figure 28- Installing py3k-setuptools-scm on Slitaz 
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As it can be seen from the above image that even after installing the python setup tools and the 

slitaz toolchain, the compilation was successful, but it terminated due to an openssl error. I 

searched for openssl packages on slitaz and installed the open-ssl-dev. 

Figure 29- Installing gmp-dev on Slitaz 

Figure 30- Compiler error on Slitaz 
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It still gave error, so I installed the python packages for cryptography and ssl. It only worked when 

I set the cryptography version to 3.2.1. 

Figure 31- Installing openssl-dev on Slitaz 

Figure 32- Compiler error on Slitaz 
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As everything was installed successfully, I ran the command “pip3 install –r requirements.txt” 

and it worked. 

Figure 33- Installing cryptography=3.2.1 on Slitaz 

Figure 34- Installing pyopenssl on Slitaz 

Figure 35- Installing pycrypto on Slitaz 
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Then I ran the command “python3 setup.py” but it gave an error that directory is not found 

To solve this, I made the directory that was found and ran the command again. 

Figure 36- Successful build of pip 

Figure 37- Directory Error on Slitaz 
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After solving the directory issue and running the command again, it finally ran. 

 

 

Figure 38- Making directory for setoolkit 

Figure 39- Successful run of setoolkit 
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Installing this SET tool required a lot of steps and it had a lot of dependencies one after the 

another. First, it was required to install the Linux distribution Slitaz’s basic toolchain which is 

significant for every distribution.  Other than that, as I was using python3 so its dev packages, 

setup tools, and the python pip packages were also required.  

Tiny Core 
Before installing any security tools, I installed the VMware Tools. 

 

Figure 40- Successful start of SET tool in Slitaz 

Figure 41- Installing VMware tools on Tinycore 
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Nmap 
Nmap is already available on Tinycore Linux and it can be installed using tce-load package 
manager. 

Sqlmap 

Sqlmap is not available on Slitaz so I will install it through the git cloning process. 

First step is to install python. 

Figure 42- Installing nmap on Tinycore 

Figure 43- git cloning on Tinycore 
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Starting the sqlmap that was cloned. 

Wireshark 
Wireshark is already available on tinycore Linux and it can be installed by the tce-load package 

manager. 

Figure 44- Installing python on Tinycore 

Figure 45- Starting sqmap on Tinycore 
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Metasploit Framework 
It is not available on the Tinycore Linux so to install it, it is required to download a script. 

https://docs.rapid7.com/metasploit/installing-metasploit-pro/ 

Changing the mode of the installer to be executable 

Figure 46- Installing wireshark on Tinycore 

Figure 47- Downloading Metasploit on Tinycore 

https://docs.rapid7.com/metasploit/installing-metasploit-pro/
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Running the installer 

Metasploit framework gets started! 

 

Figure 50- Starting Metasploit on Tinycore 

Figure 48- Changing the installer mode on Tinycore 

Figure 49- Launching the Metasploit installer on Tinycore 
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SET 
To install the SET information gathering tool in Tiny core Linux, I first installed git on the system 

by the command “tce-load –wi git”. After this, following the GitHub repository instructions of the 

SET tool set I cloned the tool using the below command as shown. It was done successfully. 

https://pip.pypa.io/en/stable/installing/ 

As I had to use python and pip3 to get the required packages, I installed python 3.6 on the system 

and pip3 cam automatically with it so I did not have to download it separately. After this I ran the 

required command to install the requirements.txt python package as shown above. 

 

Figure 51- git cloning on Tinycore 

Figure 52- Installing requirements.txt python package on Tinycore 

https://pip.pypa.io/en/stable/installing/
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It gave an Environmental error and asked to upgrade pip to the latest version. For the first error I 

changed the user to root and then upgraded pip to the latest version as shown below 

After upgrading pip and changing to root user, it gave some errors related to open ssl and gcc. 

 

Figure 53- - Environmental and pip version error on Tinycore 

Figure 54- pip version upgrade in Tinycore 
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First, I installed the compiletc package because it comes with all the tool chain, compilers and 

libraries to compile the python tiny core related packages. 

http://forum.tinycorelinux.net/index.php?topic=8950.0 

After this, it still gave some error related to python, so I installed the python3.6-dev package as I 

am using the python 3.6 and pip 3 for this system. This package comes with all the development 

tools related to python. 

Figure 55- Compiler error on Tinycore 

Figure 56- Installing compiletc on Tinycore 

http://forum.tinycorelinux.net/index.php?topic=8950.0
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After installing the python development tools and running the command again, it gave an error 

related to gmp. So, I checked if I have the gmp package or not. I did have it, so I searched for more 

gmp packages and installed the gmp-dev package which are again development tools. 

http://tinycorelinux.net/9.x/armv6/tcz/ 

 

Figure 57- Python error on Tinycore 

Figure 58- gmp error on Tinycore 

http://tinycorelinux.net/9.x/armv6/tcz/
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After this, it finally successfully ran without any errors.  

I ran “python3 setup.py” and the SET tool was finally cloned.  

I ran “setoolkit” to start the tool and it gave a decoding error. 

 

Figure 59- Successful build of SET tool in Tinycore 

Figure 60- Decoding Error in Tinycore 
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I checked the locale and decided to convert it to UTF-8 

I made this directory. 

https://wiki.linuxonlinehelp.eu/index.php/Tinycore_Linux 

I checked the locale, it changed to UTF-8, but it still gave some error. 

Figure 61- Locale in Tinycore 

Figure 62- Making directory in Tinycore 

https://wiki.linuxonlinehelp.eu/index.php/Tinycore_Linux
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I installed the package “getlocale” and then ran this command. 

https://serverfault.com/questions/275403/how-do-i-change-my-locale-to-utf-8-in-centos 

Then I checked the locale and it looked all good 

Figure 63- Checking locale in Tinycore 

Figure 64- Changing locale to UTF-8 in Tinycore 

https://serverfault.com/questions/275403/how-do-i-change-my-locale-to-utf-8-in-centos
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Then I started the SET tool and it started without giving any errors. 

 

Porteus 
The porteus linux system uses the USM (Unified Slackware Package Manager). Using this 

package manager, the user can download and install packages from various Slackware repositories.  

I installed the Porteus linux system on the VMware workstation and after starting it I opened the 

terminal and typed the command “usm -u all” which will download all the libraries required and 

Figure 65- Locale in Tinycore 

Figure 66- Starting SET tool in Tinycore 
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all other dependencies to keep the system up and running. But usm is unstable and it is even 

removed from the latest version of Porteus (version 5, rc2). It gave an error that it was unable to 

decompress some file while downloading the libraries.  

I decided to install packages directly from the Slackware package manager using the getpkg and 

install pkg commands.  

https://www.linux.com/training-tutorials/intro-slackware-package-management/ 

Now it is time to install the security tools. 

SET 
To download SET tool, I need git package for cloning, so I installed it. 

After installing git, I installed python as I need it after cloning the SET tool. 

Figure 67- Installing git on Porteus 

https://www.linux.com/training-tutorials/intro-slackware-package-management/
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Usually pip3 comes with python, I checked but it did not come so I installed it manually. 

Here, it was unable to find glib, so I searched for this glibc package on the Slackware repository 

and found it. Then I installed it. 

Installation of GLIBC 

Figure 68- Installing python on Porteus 

Figure 69- Installing pip on Porteus 

Figure 70- Installing python on Porteus 
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Pip3 was successfully installed. 

After installing pip3, I cloned the link and it worked as shown below. 

Then I ran the command “pip3 install –r requirements.txt” but it gave an error about the C 

compiler. 

Figure 71- Installing glibc in Porteus 

Figure 72- Installing pip3 in Porteus 

Figure 73- git cloning in Porteus 
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It gave an error related to the C compiler so installed gcc as it compiles the C code. 

After installing gcc it still gave an error that the compiler is not working. 

Figure 74- C compiler error in Porteus 

Figure 75- Installing gcc in Porteus 
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To find the problems with the compiler, I created a test file and tried to run it with gcc.  

https://linuxize.com/post/how-to-install-gcc-on-ubuntu-20-04/ 

It gave an error related to the libisl file.  

I searched for the libisl file and found a package and installed it. 

Figure 76- C compiler error in Porteus 

Figure 77- Test C program for dependencies 

Figure 78- libisl missing package error in Porteus 

https://linuxize.com/post/how-to-install-gcc-on-ubuntu-20-04/
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I tried executing the test file with gcc again and it gave an error.  

This ‘as’ error is due to a missing binutils library, so I downloaded and installed it. 

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/56801179/g-gcc-9-1-0-fatal-error-cannot-execute-as-

execvp-no-such-file-or-directo 

 

Figure 79- Installing libisl in Porteus 

Figure 80- Missing binutils library error in Porteus 

Figure 81- Installing binutils in Porteus 

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/56801179/g-gcc-9-1-0-fatal-error-cannot-execute-as-execvp-no-such-file-or-directo
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/56801179/g-gcc-9-1-0-fatal-error-cannot-execute-as-execvp-no-such-file-or-directo
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The gcc ran successfully on the test file so I tried with the SET tool again. This time it gave an 

error about /lib/cpp files, so I installed the gcc-g++ which is a compiler for C++. 

https://packages.slackware.com/ 

Installation of gcc-g++ 

It still gave errors, so I installed the libffi package and the kernel headers. 

Figure 82- C test program in Porteus 

Figure 83- C compiler error in Porteus 

Figure 84- Installing gcc-g++ in Porteus 

https://packages.slackware.com/
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Finally, command ran successfully and then I ran the setup.py command and opened the SET 

tool. 

 

Figure 85- Installing libffi in Porteus 

Figure 86- Installing kernel-headers in Porteus 
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NMAP 
Nmap is already available on Porteus and it can be installed using the getpkg package manager. 

SQLMAP 
Sqlmap is not available on Porteus and can be installed through the git cloning process. 

Figure 87- Successful build of SET tool in Porteus 

Figure 88- Installing nmap in Porteus 
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After git cloning, I started the sqlmap using python and it worked successfully. 

 

METASPLOIT FRAMEWORK 
It is not available on the Porteus Linux, so I downloaded it using wget. 

Figure 89- git cloning in Porteus 

Figure 90- Launching sqlmap in Porteus 
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Here, I changed the mode of the installer to be executable. 

Metasploit framework started successfully. 

 

Figure 91- Downloading Metasploit framework in Porteus 

Figure 92- Changing the installer mode of Metasploit in Porteus 

Figure 93- Starting Metasplot framework in Porteus 
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WIRESHARK 
https://gist.github.com/syneart/2d30c075c140624b1e150c8ea318a978 

To install/build Wireshark on Porteus, I used this script from GitHub. 

The script was unable to run because it could find the package make so I had to install it after 

finding it from the Slackware repository. 

Installation of package “make.” 

Figure 94- Running script for installing Wireshark in Porteus 

Figure 95- Missing library make in Porteuss 

https://gist.github.com/syneart/2d30c075c140624b1e150c8ea318a978
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Then it showed a dependency of the missing package libguile so I found the package from the 

Slackware repository and installed it 

Installation of package “guile” 

 

Figure 96- Installing make package in Porteus 

Figure 97- Missing libguile package in Porteus 

Figure 98- Installing guile package in Porteus 
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Then it showed a dependency of the missing package libgc so I found the package from the 

Slackware repository and installed it 

Installation of package “gc” 

Then it showed a dependency of the missing package GLIBC, so I found the package from the 

Slackware repository and installed it. 

Figure 99- Missing libgc package in Porteus 

Figure 100- Installing gc package in Porteus 
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Installation of package “glibc” 

It was unable to find cmake so I installed it. 

Figure 101- Missing glibc package in Porteus 

Figure 102- Installing glibc package in Porteus 
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Installation of package “cmake” 

After installing cmake, it showed some memory issues, so I increased the RAM to 16GB as porteus 

uses only the RAM. Then it showed some C compiler issues as shown below. 

Figure 103- Missing cmake package in Porteus 

Figure 104- Installing cmake package in Porteus 
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I installed all the packages that are required for the C compiler to run properly. They include gcc, 

gcc-++, binutils, libffi, isl, kernel-headers, glib2, libgcrypt. After installing the required compiler 

packages, it showed a missing CARES library. I was unable to find CARES from the official 

Slackware repository, so I took it from an online link, copied it in VMshared, accessed VMshared 

from the Porteus system and installed it. 

https://slackware.pkgs.org/14.1/slackonly-x86_64/c-ares-1.10.0-x86_64-1_slack.txz.html 

 

 

 

Figure 105- C compiler error in Porteus 

https://slackware.pkgs.org/14.1/slackonly-x86_64/c-ares-1.10.0-x86_64-1_slack.txz.html
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After installing C-ares, it showed other missing packages and I found them from the Slackware 

repository and installed them. The packages that I installed include libcap, libpcap, qt5, Qt5-webkit 

and libssh. Then it showed a missing libcui18n package and I installed it. It is named as “icu4c” 

in the Slackware repository. 

https://packages.slackware.com/ 

For the error shown below I installed libgpg-error from the Slackware repository. 

Figure 106- Missing C-ares package in Porteus 

Figure 107- Missing package libicui18n in Porteus 

https://packages.slackware.com/
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For the error shown below I installed zlib from the Slackware repository. 

For the error shown below I installed Ffex, doxygen, m4, autoconf from the Slackware repository. 

Figure 108- Missing package gpg in Porteus 

Figure 109- Missing package zlib in Porteus 
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For the error shown below I installed libglvnd from the Slackware repository. 

The script successfully ran. 

Figure 110- Missing package m4 in Porteus 

Figure 111- Missing package gL in Porteus 
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I tried to run Wireshark, but it gave an error as shown below, so I set “Export 

QT_DEBUG_PLUGINS=1” in the root to see the missing library. It showed “libxcb-xccm” which 

is “xcb-util-wm” in the Slackware. 

Wireshark successfully started! 

Figure 112- Successful build of Wireshark in Porteus 

Figure 113- Missing package libxcb in Porteus 
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Silver Blue 
After installing fedora silver blue on the VMware workstation, the next step is to start installing 

the security tools. Packages can be installed in Silver blue using rpm-ostree or dnf. Dnf does not 

work in some versions but rpm-ostree always works.  

NMAP 
It is already available on Silverblue and can be installed using the rpm-ostree. 

Figure 114- Wireshark starting in Porteus 
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WIRESHARK 
It is already available on Silverblue and can be installed using the rpm-ostree. 

 

Figure 115- Installing nmap in SilverBlue 

Figure 116- Installing Wireshark in Silverblue 
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SET 
The SET security tool is not available on Fedora Silverblue and can be installed using the git 
cloning method. 

Here, it showed that it has no C compiler, so I installed gcc, gcc-g++, kernel-headers. 

Figure 117- Wireshark starting in Silverblue 

Figure 118- git cloning in Silverblue 
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Here, it showed missing gmp so I installed gmp and mpir using the rpm-ostree install 

Here, it was unable to compile, because of missing python development tools, so I installed 

python3-devel. 

After this, it successfully ran without any errors. 

Figure 119- Missing package gmp and mpir in Silverblue 

Figure 120- Missing package gmp and mpir in Silverblue 

Figure 121- Missing python dev tools in Silverblue 
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METASPLOIT FRAMEWORK 
The Metasploit framework is not available on Silverblue and can be downloaded using wget. 

 

 

Figure 122- SET tool starting in Silverblue 

Figure 123- Downloading Metasploit in Silverblue 
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Metasploit framework started! 

SQLMAP 
It is not available on Silverblue Linux and can be installed using the git cloning method. 

 

Figure 124- Metasploit starting in SilverBlue 

Figure 125- Metasploit starting in SilverBlue 
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Sqlmap started successfully! 

 

Figure 127- Sqlmap starting in Silverblue 

 

 

Figure 126- git cloning in Silverblue 
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4. Analysis 
Tools Testing 
To determine the best Linux distribution which can act as a portable security solution tool, the best 

way is to check if the Kali security tools are installable on those distributions or not. To do this, I 

selected the five Kali security tools to test their installation on four different Linux distributions. 

The tools that I selected are Nmap, Sqlmap, Wireshark, Metasploit framework and SET.  

Kali Tools Slitaz Silverblue 
 

Tiny Core Porteus 

 Available Installable Available 
 

Installable 
 

Available 
 

Installable 
 

Available 
 

Installable 
 

Nmap Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
sqlmap No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes 
Wireshark Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 
Metasploit 
Framework 

No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes 

SET No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes 
 

Nmap is the only tool that is already available on all the Linux distributions. Other than that, 

sqlmap is not available on any distribution but it was installable on all of them. I installed it using 

the git cloning method in all the distributions.  For Slitaz Linux, I first installed git using the tazpkg 

package manager because it did not have it already. Then I installed python3, but it had some 

dependencies and did not work so I then installed python 2.7.2. Then I used the git cloning method 

to install sqlmap and it worked without any error. For the other three distributions, i.e., Silverblue, 

Tinycore and Porteus, I did it the same way by installing python and then cloning the link address.  

Wireshark is available on all the Linux distributions except the Porteus. To install Wireshark on 

Porteus, I used a script and tried to run it with wget. It showed a lot of dependencies and missing 

libraries one by one. It did not have basic compilers, cmake and tools to install Wireshark. Every 

time it showed different missing libraries and I installed all of them using the Slackware repository. 

At the end, Wireshark started without any errors.  

Metasploit framework is not available on any distribution but it is installable on all of them. To 

install it, I used wget on all the distributions, changed the mode of the link address to executable 

and ran it. It successfully started on all the distributions.  
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SET tool is not available on any distribution but it is installable on all of them. It was the only tool 

that was the most complex to install on all the distributions. It showed a lot of dependencies and 

compiler errors. It required a lot of libraries one after the another. All the distributions lacked the 

basic compilers and development tools required to run a python program. After installing all the 

dependencies, the SET tool worked on all the distributions. 

The above graph shows the complexity of installing the security tools in the four distributions i.e., 

Silverblue, Tinycore, Slitaz and Porteus. According to this graph, installing the security tools on 

Porteus was the most complex because it involved a lot of dependencies and missing libraries. 

Slitaz also had dependencies and had issues with the version as it showed a lot of incompatibility 

issues. Apart from Porteus and Slitaz, Tiny core and Silver Blue showed very less dependencies 

which were mostly related to the compiler and development tools. 

For selecting the best distribution, which is a portable security solution tool, Tiny Core and 

SilverBlue stand out. Here if I had to choose one, I would choose Tiny Core because its much 

smaller in size and does not save the state as compared to the Fedora Silverblue.  

Figure 128- Tools complexity graph 
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Tools Efficiency/Time comparison 
The other factor that matters in selecting the best security solution tool is the speed of the Linux 

system or the time is takes to fetch a result from a security tool command. To test this, I tested 

same command of each tool on all the distributions and noted the time out of it.  

Kali Tools Kali  Slitaz Silver Blue Tiny Core Porteus 
Nmap (seconds) 5.01  9.96 15.07 10.23 10.28 
Sqlmap(seconds) 36.30 40.06 30.75 39.84 30.14 

Wireshark 380 packets in 1 
min 

508 packets in 1 
min 

1687 packets in 
1 min 

456 packets in 1 
min 

311 packets in 1 
min 

Metasploit 
framework 
(seconds) 

4.92 10.56 14.10 11.50 11.00 

SET N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
 

 

Regarding the time efficiency of the distributions, Porteus gave the best result and Tiny core took 

the longest time.  

Size Comparison 
To select the best Linux distribution, which is portable as a security solution tool, the first thing is 
to consider the size of the distribution. 

 Kali Slitaz Silverblue Tinycore Porteus 
Size 4.1 GB 34.7 MB 2.67 GB 14.07 MB 347 MB 
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Kali Linux is known as the best security-based distribution of Linux, but it is too large to act as a 

portable security solution tool. For a tool to be portable, the size should be enough to fit in a small 

USB so that the user can plug in the USB anywhere, do the task and plug it out.  

As Kali Linux is large, it takes a lot of RAM to run the system because it must load the resources, 

the GUI interface and prepare the hardware for use. Kali Linux can be installed with as less space 

as 500MB and RAM with 128 MB but only as a SSH with no desktop. With small distributions, 

they can run on system which do not have a lot of RAM. Also, with small size and less RAM 

usage, it is easy for the user to plug the USB, use the system and then plug it out. These 

distributions acts as LiveCD and as soon as the user is done and shuts the system, nothing is saved. 

This way, there are other distributions to consider which can act as a portable security solution 

tool.  

Considering the size of a Linux distribution, Tiny Core is the best because it very small in size and 

it can run on any computer whether it is old or new as it requires very minimum requirements. It 

uses very minimum resources on a system which helps the PC to make the resources available for 

Figure 129- Size comparison graph of Linux distros 
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other things like running the server and apps the user wants to. It does not come with a lot of 

security tools like Kali Linux, but the user can install any tool on it depending on the requirement. 

In this way, the user gets a lightweight, fast, reliable, and secure Linux distribution which can act 

as a portable security solution tool. 
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5. Conclusion: Determining Best Distribution 
Focusing on the basics of security of all the Linux distributions, a lot of Linux distributions can 

act as a portable security solution tool but not be the best solution. Talking about the world of 

security, every company, organization or individual wants a security solution which is the best in 

every aspect.  

Linux is known for its security but selecting the best distribution considering the basics of security 

is not an easy task. For this, it is required to look at the compatibility, GUI, installation of security 

tools, size comparison and efficiency. When focused on these factors and according to the findings 

described in this research paper, Tiny core Linux meets the criteria of the best portable security 

solution tool.  

Why is Tiny Core the best solution as compared to the other distributions? For this question, I 

compared it with Kali Linux as it is the best-known security Linux distribution in the market. But 

because of its size it is not portable, and the purpose of this research paper was to select a Linux 

Distribution which is as good as Kali Linux but less in size in order to be portable.  

Tiny core can install the Kali Linux security tools with much less dependencies as compared to 

other distributions. In addition to this, it is small in size so it can run on old computers that do not 

require a lot of RAM. It does not save anything from a session and as soon as the users logs out or 

unplugs the USB, nothing is saved. It is very helpful for security because, if an individual is 

working on the system which is not secure and the lights go out or the system crashes, nothing is 

saved.  

Regarding the efficiency of Tiny Core, it took a lot of time in running the commands of the security 

tools but considering the other aspects of a portable security solution tool it is the best among 

Porteus, Slitaz and Silver Blue. If Tiny Core Linux is more optimized and its RAM is the same as 

Kali Linux, it will be almost equal to Kali Linux. In conclusion, Tiny Core is the best portable 

security solution tool.  
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6. Appendix A 
Installation Process of Kali Linux 
To install Kali Linux on VMware workstation,  

1. The first step is to download the iso file of Kali Linux from the official website.  

https://www.kali.org/ 

2. After going into downloads in the official website. 

 

From here, I selected the first download which is “Kali Linux 64-bit (Installer)”. 

Note: The size of Kali Linux is “4.1GB” 

3. After that I go to the VMware workstation and click on “Create a New Virtual Machine.” 

Figure 130- Kali Linux download 

https://www.kali.org/
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4. Choose the “Custom (Advanced)” option 

 

5. Click “Next” from here.  

Figure 131- Create a new virtual machine. 

Figure 132- Selecting the type of configuration. 
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 6.  Select “I will install the operating system later.” 

7. Select “Linux” as the Guest Operating System and “Debian 10 x 64-bit" as the version. 

Figure 133- Virtual Machine hardware compatibility 

Figure 134- Selecting where to install from 
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8. Here we specify a name for the Linux system and specify its location as well. 

 

Figure 135- Selecting the guest operating system. 

Figure 136- Specifying virtual machine name and location 
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9. Then specify the number of processors, number of cores per processor and the total processor 

core. 

10. In the next step, determine the memory of the virtual machine. 

Figure 137- Selecting the number of cores and processors. 
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11. Select “NAT” as the network type. 

12. Select “LSI Logic” as the I/O controller type. 

Figure 138- Specifying the memory of the virtual machine 

Figure 139- Selecting the network type 
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13. Select “SCSI” as the virtual disk type 

14. Here, select a new virtual disk. 

Figure 140- Selecting the I/O controller type 

Figure 141- Selecting the virtual disk type 
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15. Then, select the disk capacity and “store virtual disk as a single file.” 

Figure 142- Selecting the disk to be used 
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16. Here, the screen will show all the specifications and the next step is to go to “Customize 
Hardware.” 

 

Figure 143- Specifying the disk capacity 
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17. Here, insert the downloaded iso file of Kali Linux, and remove the USB controller, Sound Card 

and printer. 

 

 

Figure 144- Virtual Machine specifications 
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8. After powering on the machine, select graphic install from the menu 

 

Figure 145- Inserting the Kali Linux iso file 
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19. Select language as English 

 

 

 

Figure 146- Selecting graphic install 

Figure 147- Selecting language as English 
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20. Select location as Canada 

21. Specify keymap 

 

22. It will start installing. 

Figure 148- Selecting location as Canada 

Figure 149- Configuring the keyboard 
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23. Setup the host name 

 

24. Setup full name 

Figure 150- Installing Kali Linux in Virtual Machine 

Figure 151- Setting the host name in Kali Linux 
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25. Set username 

26. Set password 

 

Figure 152- Setting the name of the user account 

Figure 153- Setting a username 
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27. Setup the clock 

28. Select Disk Partitioning 

 

 

Figure 154- Setting up the password 

Figure 155- Configuring the clock 
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29.  

30.  

 

Figure 156- Selecting the disk partition 

Figure 157- Selecting "all files in one partition." 
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31.  

 

 

 

Figure 158- Finish partition of disk and write to file. 

Figure 159- Write partition changes to disk 
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32. 

33.  

34.  

Figure 160- Installing the base system of Kali Linux 

Figure 161- Selecting the desktop environment 
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35.  

36. 

 

  

Figure 162- Installing the GRUB boot loader 

Figure 163- Selecting where to intsall GRUB 
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Conclusion (Installation) 

The installation process of Kali Linux is very smooth and not lagging at all. Even for a beginner, 

it is very easy to figure out the installation process. It comes with a set of security tools already 

and it also asks for a selection of desktop environment as well. 

Installation Process of Slitaz  
To install the Slitaz system on the VMware workstation  

1.The first step is to download the iso file of Slitaz from its official website.  

http://www.slitaz.org/en/ 

2. The next step is to go into downloads.  

 

 

Figure 164- Installation of Kali Linux complete 

http://www.slitaz.org/en/
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After going into LiveCD rolling version, I selected the HTTP by USA 

Then I went to iso 

 

I select stable from here 

Figure 165- Slitaz official website download page. 

Figure 166- Sitaz downloads page 
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Then I download the “slitaz-4.0.iso” file 

 

Note: The size of Slitaz Linux is “34.7MB” 

3. Now, I go to the VMware workstation and “Create a new virtual machine” 

Figure 167- Slitaz downloads diectory 

Figure 168- Slitaz downloads directory 
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4. Select the Custom option 

5. Click Next from here 

Figure 169- Create a new virtual machine 

Figure 170- Selecting the configuration type 
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6. Select last option. 

Figure 171- Specifying the virtual machine hardware compatibility. 
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7. The specifications 

Figure 172- Selecting location to install the system from 
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8. The name and location 

Figure 173- Selecting the guest operating system 
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9. The number of processors 

Figure 174- Specifying the name and location of the Virtual Machine. 
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10. The size 

Figure 175- specifying the number of cores and procerssors 
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Figure 176- Specifying the size of the Virtual Machine 

11. Network Type 
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12. I/O controller types 

Figure 177- Select network type 
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13. Virtual Disk Type 

Figure 178- Select I/O controller type 
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14. Select a disk 

Figure 179- Select disk type 
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15. Specify disk capacity 

Figure 180- Selecting the disk to be used 
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16.  

Figure 181- Specifying the disk capacity 
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17.  

Figure 1820 Selecting the location to store file 
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Figure 183- Virtual Machine specifications 

18. Adding the file 

 

19.  

Figure 184- Adding the iso file for Slitaz 
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Installation Process of Tiny Core Linux 
To install the tiny core linux in the VMware workstation, 

1.The first step is to go to the website of tiny core linux  

http://tinycorelinux.net/ 

2. Now I go to the downloads section of the website an select the “Core x86 Release Files” 

3. Now I Download the CorePlus-11.1.iso 

Figure 185- Slitaz Desktop page 

Figure 186- Tinycore Linux official site download page 

http://tinycorelinux.net/
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4. Next step is to go to virtual machine and “Create a new Virtual Machine” 

5. Select the “Custom” Option 

Figure 187- Tinycore Linux download releases 

Figure 188- Create a new virtual machine 
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6. Click Next 

Figure 189- Selecting the Configuration type 
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7. Select the last option 

Figure 190- Virtual machine hardware compatibility 
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8. Select the system and its type 

Figure 191- Selecting where to install the system from 
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9. Specify the name 

Figure 192- Selecting the guest operating system 
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10. Select number of processors 

Figure 193- Specifying the virtual machine name and location 
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11. Memory of virtual machine 

Figure 194- specifying the number of processors and cores 
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12. Select NAT 

Figure 195- Specifying the memory of virtual machine 
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13. I/O Controller type 

Figure 196- Selecting the network type 
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14. Select Disk Type 

Figure 197- Selecting I/O controller type 
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15. Select Disk 

Figure 198- Selecting the disk type 
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16. Disk Capacity 

17. Next 

Figure 199- specifying which disk to use 

Figure 200- Specifying disk capacity 
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18. Customize Hardware 

Figure 201- Specifying the disk file 
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19. Use the iso file downloaded earlier 

 

Now I power on the virtual machine and it loads into a command prompt. This version does not 

have a GUI. 

Figure 202- Virtual machine settings 

Figure 203- Adding the Tinycore downloaded iso file 
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Installation Process of Porteus Linux 
To install the porteus Linux system on the VMware work station,  

1. Go to the official website of porteus  

http://www.porteus.org/ 

2. In the main page 

https://forum.porteus.org/viewtopic.php?t=9179 

 

3. Following that button, I selected one mirror, went to the x86/64 section, version 5 rc2 and the 

first iso file 

The size of the file is 347 MB 

Figure 204- Porteus Linux download page 

http://www.porteus.org/
https://forum.porteus.org/viewtopic.php?t=9179
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4. I go to the VMware workstation and “Create a new virtual machine” 

5. I select the “typical” option 

Figure 205- Porteus Linux download releases 

Figure 206- Create a new virtual machine 
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6. Selecting the last option 

Figure 207- Selecting the configuration type 
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7. specifying the guest operating system type and the version 

Figure 208- Selecting where to install the system from 
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8. Name of the machine and its location 

Figure 209- Selecting the guest operating system 
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9. Specifying the capacity of the disk and storing it as a single or multiple file 

Figure 210- Specifying the name of the virtual machine and its location 
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10. Customize the hardware 

Figure 211- specifying the disk capacity 
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11. Memory as 2 GB 

 

12. Number of processors 

Figure 212- Virtual machine settings 

Figure 213- Specifying the memory 
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13. Uploading the iso file 

 

Installation Process of SilverBlue Linux 
To install the Silver blue Linux on the VMware workstation, 

1.Go to the main website of fedora Silver blue and download the iso file of the latest version 

Size: 2.67GB 

https://silverblue.fedoraproject.org/download 

2. Go to the VMware workstation and “Create a New Virtual Machine” 

Figure 214- Specifying the number of processors and cores 

Figure 215- Adding the iso file of the Porteus Linux 

https://silverblue.fedoraproject.org/download
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3. Typical machine 

4. Last option 

Figure 216- create a new virtual machine 

Figure 217- Specifying the configuration type 
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5. Guest OS and version 

Figure 218- Selecting the configuration type 
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6. Virtual machine name 

Figure 219- Selecting the guest operating system 
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7. Disk Capacity 

Figure 220- Specifying the virtual machine name and location 
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8. Customize Hardware. 

Figure 221- specifying the disk capacity 
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9. The iso file 

 

 

 

 

Figure 222- Virtual machine settings 

Figure 223- Adding the Silverblue Linux downloaded iso file 
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